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the 1980 TESOL convention
by lynne hansen

the 1980 fourteenth annual TESOL second language teaching practice and the
convention was held april 494 9 in san second language learning theory that has
francisco the cosmopolitan city by the grown out of the phenomenal mushrooming
bay formed an appropriate backdrop for a of inquiry into the lanaguagelanaguage acquisition
conference with a decidedly international process during the past decade teachers
flavor as speakers from every continent were introduced to the theoretical goals
presented hundreds of offerings appealing the experimental designs and the statistical
to the broad spectrum of interests of techniques which are being used in current
TESOLs far flung membership delegations 12 investigations classroom problems were
from chile initiators this year of a new demonstrated as potential starting points
TESOL affiliate organization and the for research of both practical and theoretical
peoples republic of china often in the interest
limelight at the convention as several presen-
tations

the trends seen at this convention
dealt with TEFL in the proPRQPRC were away from linguistics as the basis for

mingled with those from provo and pitts-
burgh

the organization of classroom teaching
as they attended demonstrations away from teacher centered classrooms

workshops mini courses papers displays toward student centered ones the con-
siderablecolloquia panels and roundtableround table discussions siderable influence of sociolinguisticssociolinguistics on

on such varied topics as teaching techniques TESOLTESCIL was apparent in more than a score
teacher training curriculum and course of convention papers dealing with prag-

maticsplanning testing and second language classroom interaction and communi-
cationacquisition research selecting from among strategies there was continued

the available sessions was not an easy task promotion of the notional functional syl-
labusthere were special meetings for admin-

istrators
a statement of course content se-

quenceistrators for teachers of all levels for and teaching techniques based on
members of the organizations special semantic notions and their functions
interest groups for officers of the affiliate As emphasis for the classroom fell on the
organizations of TESOL and for graduate participation of second language learners
students to talk informally with leaders in in communicative interaction activities
the field at breakfast seminars book ex-
hibits

the teacher was cast in such roles as drama-
tistand workshops presented by pub-

lishers
puppeteer and initiator of multifarious

representatives and experienced classroom games A holistic approach
teachers in the use of publishedmaterialspublished materials as to teaching seems to be the overall trend
well as unpublished teacher made materials with teachers no longer limited to a single

were important offerings for those interested learning theory but rather choosing from
in curriculum development a wide variety of procedures and methods

to provide meaningful language experiencesamong the highlights of the convention
were the plenary sessions which featured from what I1 could see the intensive
prominent leaders in the field james academic and social exchange afforded in
alatis georgetown university virginia san francisco was extremely profitable
french alienallenailen temple university charles and enjoyable for those in attendance
A ferguson stanford university and wont you join me in making plans to
shirley brice heath university of pennsyl-
vania

participate in next years convention in
evelyn hatch university of cali-

fornia
detroit

at los angeles larry smith the ed note forthcoming will be a publication
east west center and mayuri sukwiwatSukwiwat of selected papers given at the 1980 conven-

tionuniversity of hawaii and henry G wid-
dowson

on TESOL 1980 which will be avail-
ableuniversity of london from the TESOL central office 455

A recurring theme in san francisco was nevils building georgetown university
the strengthening of the bridge between washington DC 20057




